
The caravan’s fire shone through the trees, but the dark clothed figures were keeping well 

out of its light. A sentry had spent most of his time looking the other way and when he had 

glanced in their direction they’d been quick to hide lest his eyes catch them. The khajiit were 

able to see well in darkness after all.  

One of them stirred from a bedroll on the ground, murmured voices traded in the 

distinct accent they had and then the waking one started to trudge into the tree line. The figures 

exchanged glances and swiftly peeled off to wait near the latrine that the caravaneers had 

excavated.  

 

Qa'ranji, was a khajiit of the Cathay breed, similar in build to most of the other, more 

recognisable humanoid races of Tamriel, but furred all over and with bestial heads. The black 

stripes that cut between her orange fur were quite tiger-like in appearance, matching her facial 

features. She hiked up the hem of her dress a little as she moved to the latrines, and stopped 

when she saw something move in the darkness.  

Her mouth opened to shout when suddenly a ghostly hand appeared, closing over her 

lips and squeezing her jaw closed. She saw the light glow of concealed magic from the one 

conjuring the hand but before she could act further hands came from behind to seize her upper 

arms and pull her further into the woods. These hands were flesh and blood, their owners strong 

yet silent in their ambush.  

The magical hand held firm no matter how she thrashed her head. “Gmm hff!” She tried 

to yell, tugging and pulling, but she was just a merchant woman and the bandits who’d taken her 

outmatched her by far. She dug her heels in all the same, eyes widening as she was half marched 

half dragged to two others who had spools of rope taut in their hands. The mage faltered, his 

energy failing, but as the khajiit went to shout out, one of those at her back was quick with a wad 

of cloth which he thrust in between her teeth.  

Before she could spit it out a wider cloth was tied over it, spread over her muzzle. The 

mage came forward, opening a small cloth sack which he forced her head into and then 

tightened a cord around the opening, pressing the fabric tight to outline the concealed face. 

Qa’ranji was panicking now, her shouts for help turning to pleas, if she could just talk to them 

maybe she could offer a deal, some of the caravan’s wares for her safety. She didn’t know what 

they wanted of her!  

She was meek and frightened enough that there was little resistance as the ropes were 

stretched across her body, simple coils wrapped to pin her arms against her sides, rolling again 

and again over her waist until she was secure. They walked in silence, but for the mumbling 

feline who went stumbling along against the trees, she lost a boot as she tripped but her captors 

didn’t slow, simply dragging her forward. They kept quiet until they were definitely out of 



earshot, though despite the sack Qa’ranji thought she heard someone calling for her from 

behind.  

They remained stoic and focused on what lay ahead. Through the woven bag she could 

see the glow of some blue magic, a portal of some kind. A hand shoved into her back as one of 

the bandits spoke in a low whisper. “Here. One cat girl just as you ordered.” A new hand took 

hold of the ropes.  

“Perfect. Your payment, as agreed.” The figure threw a hefty sack of coins onto the floor, 

so weighted that it made a dense thud. The bandits all gasped, they’d never imagined such a big 

payday. But the figure was already dragging his prize away. “Bad luck to you khajiit, it was just 

not the right time to be alone.” He said, giving her a push. She stumbled into the portal, and the 

sensation of it, like falling into icy water, took her breath away… 

 

 

More than a continent away the stealthy Suthay-raht thief who called herself Ahkasari 

crept through a courtyard. The night was cloudy and thus her eyes had advantage over the elves. 

She was dressed in tight-fitting leathers, a uniform of her profession, that covered the spotted 

coat she bore. She prided herself as having fur like a leopard, though given her slightly-below 

average size compared to others she’d been given the nickname ‘Serval’.  

Her paws clenched as she leapt to an overhanging beam, hauling herself up and onto an 

ornamental wall. Unlike the Cathay, Suthay-raht were slightly smaller in build and had far more 

animalistic features, their legs featuring a digitigrade shape that ended in a cat’s paw.  

She waited for a guard to walk by, practically passing underneath her but, blinded to the 

night by the torch he carried, he wouldn’t even see the silhouette of her tail. Ahkasari leapt 

forward when he was past her, catching a windowsill and climbing into the open hole above. Her 

eyes fell on the podium that was her target, a rare item demanded by a contract she was fulfilling 

as a member of the Thieves’ Guild.  

It was down a level from her, and the balcony would be tricky to get down from silently. 

However there was a soft looking rug that would mask her fall. She dropped, falling onto it and 

landing with her hands pressed to the floor and waited, holding her breath. No sounds came, she 

had pulled it off. Now she just needed to swipe the dark metal off the plinth and get out without 

being seen.  

She was not magically inclined, but she had enough latent power that she’d been able to 

grasp a spell that let her detect magic, waving it carefully around she detected not so much as a 

twinkle. A more experienced thief would have paused at that, the lack of magical influence 

conspicuous in itself, but without a further worry she slipped her hand out to grab it.  



A grinding sound of metal filled the air as sharp blades stabbed a sudden circle around 

her and a bright light blossomed out, she jumped in reaction, but none of them had so much as 

nicked her. Beyond the points, now embedded in the floor, the blades had formed into long bars, 

reaching out to connect and build a cage around her with discomforting metal jabbing at her 

wherever she moved. This was thanks to the large blunt spikes that tipped the inner walls. 

Armour jangled as guards ran into the room. “Hands up, thief, or we gut you where you 

stand!” One of them called, swords and spears levelled at her.  

“T-this one surrenders!” She called out sharply. Better a month in a jail cell than an 

eternity feeding the worms. However a jail cell was not to be her destination. A strange blue 

portal opening at the other side of the room. The guards pulled some of the blades back, 

grabbing Ahkasari’s arms and locking them in manacles behind her back. She looked between 

the guards with concern.  

“Into the portal, thief.” They shouted, prodding her back with a spear.  

“Ahkasari is going! Calm yourself.” She said. She gulped, wherever it lead she had a bad 

feeling about it but her choice was mystery or cold steel… not much of a choice. 

 

 

Another world, another place and unlike the dark of night, this forge was bathed in the 

light of day. Severa had been the last surviving member of her warband, incapacitated during a 

charge she’d escaped with light wounds and her life from the battle that claimed the rest. 

However as was the way in Charr society, she had fallen to the lowest rungs due to losing that 

which was closer than family.  

She’d kept her spirits up as best she could, choosing to honor the memory of her 

warband by continuing her engineering work. Though as a gladium, the stigma that followed her 

meant she barely scraped by with what would formerly have been popular crafts. Severa was 

large, even by charr standards, though she’d lost weight lately. Her thick white coat masked that 

a little, making her seem bigger than she was. The white studded with grey leopard’s spots, and 

her head adorned with four curved horns.  

She huffed as she carried the huge box of scrap parts across her workshop floor, the best 

she’d been able to scrounge from what pickings were left. Her foot landed on a fallen object in 

the way and she tripped, the box scattering its contents over the floor. Unseen to her a clawed 

hand quickly brushed one of her inventions off a table, the sound of it bouncing masked amid 

the tumbling junk.  

“Oh burn me, as if I didn’t have enough to do already-” Her heart leapt as her words were 

drowned out by a loud bang and something heavy hit her in the back and shoulders, bearing her 

down to the ground. She was stuck under the weight of whatever it was, something thick, inches 



in some places, and while it was stretchy it wouldn’t snap, dragging her back into position. Wait, 

the smell, it was one of her glue bombs.  

Other engineers had made use of thick glues to slow and inhibit enemies in combat, but 

she’d been working on a particularly potent grenade, how had that exploded and why now?! Her 

head was caught in the thick viscous goop and it had hit her in the face too, making it difficult to 

speak clearly. “Hnn, anyone thrr?” She shouted out. “Some’ne!”  

A thick voice came out, laughing from the shadows. “What is this, Severa? Is that you or 

some sort of snow-elemental?” Placidius said as he stalked forward. Placidius was another 

engineer, though compared to Severa his skills were amateurish, something his warband teased 

him over, and it stuck in his throat to be called less than a gladium. 

She flushed angrily at that, he was not the friendliest of rivals and he must be loving the 

sight he saw. This was too embarrassing. “Stop gawking an hllp!” She said gruffly.  

“Oh I’ll help, alright, just not you.” Placidius said back, he lifted a piece of metal and 

scraped up a glob of glue from where it lay on the floor, smoothing it onto Severa. “I think I like 

you like this.” He said with a malicious chuckle. 

“Whaddyu mean?” She demanded. Her kicking leg suddenly snared up as she realised he 

was further trapping her. “Stoph!”  

A sound of thrumming energy filled the air as a blue portal split open and a robed figure 

walked through, about the height of a human, though their features were unseen. Placidius 

turned, taking a large piece of glue on the scrap and slapping it down on Severa’s mouth. “Ah, 

perfect timing, here you are, one nuisance for you to clean up for me.”  

“Oh please it is a mutually beneficial trade, nothing more.” The figure said. His eyes fell 

to the female charr still squirming fitfully. “Your kind are bigger than I expected, it will be fun to 

see how this goes.” He said ominously, Severa stared up at them both, a seed of worry starting to 

sprout inside her. 

 

 

The ever present gloom of Duskwood sapped all the passion out of the sun’s light, 

making even daylight feel languid and depressing. Those who lived in the region had at least 

grown accustomed to it, carrying on their lives and weathering the hardships as well as could be 

expected.  

The worgen woman Miranda had moved here to be closer to the city, and she had 

adapted well to the gloomy surroundings, for the most part. Her home in Gilneas had been in a 

comparably inhospitable stretch of woods Due to her familiarity with such locales, she’d learned 



the value of rare herbs that could be found in such places, and the supply was low given the 

rarity of those both brave enough to enter the correct areas and willing to collect the plants.  

Miranda herself was just a tradeswoman but being afflicted with the curse that turned 

her into a worgen she was still an intimidating sight at a glance. Black fur tinged with a 

reddish-brown covered her body, her canine features looking wild and dangerous even when she 

was calm and smiling. Given the lands incessant gloom, most people saw a black shape with two 

bright amber eyes peering at them when she was nearby and kept well away.  

But here she was, gathering plant matter. Sometimes she would use the herbs herself, 

other times playing the merchant to move them if times got particularly hard. Times such as the 

last month. She’d never usually venture into the depths of the woods alone, but her usual 

companions were sick with some malady. Desperation drove her to the search, as her choice was 

to go alone or starve.  

She had managed to gather a good load of herbs, good enough that she could return, and 

her trip had been uneventful but for one hungry wolf that had started to approach her, until 

she’d scared it away by growling and snapping her teeth. She may not have been a fighter but all 

worgen could look ferocious if pressed. It was on her return trip that things took a turn.  

She started to feel like she was being watched, but couldn’t see the source, no matter 

where she looked. Nor could she smell anything unusual. She didn’t want to go jumping at 

shadows either, but her body slowly tensed in the unnatural quiet. She had to cross a clearing to 

get back to her home, but as she stepped out she heard a loud growl from some dangerous 

sounding beast. The tall grass shook, it was heading toward her! She turned and ran into the 

woods, and then suddenly an invisible force pressed against her body lifting her into the air and 

making her bounce a little. 

It was a spider’s web! She knew that giant spiders lived in Duskwood but they should all 

have been driven away from this region. She let out a wail as her struggles failed to break free, 

only getting herself more tangled in the sticky strands. Whatever the beast behind her was it 

would have no trouble pouncing her now. She braced for the end… but it didn’t come, instead 

the clicking of many limbs and a light hiss dragged her attention back forward as a huge spider 

descended down from the trees.  

This was no Duskwood native, not even the horror stories told around campfires spoke of 

a spider that big. The creature’s body was the same size as Miranda herself, and so with those 

huge long legs it looked even more foreboding. It reached out to the web with four of its legs, 

slicing her down and then snatching her out of the air. It wasted no time in pulling the quivering 

fearful woman to it’s jaws and then gave a quick bite. She cried out in shock, the stunned silence 

broken as she let out one shout for help and then she couldn’t move.  

Whatever venom it had used was a paralytic kind, and with its prey frozen it pushed its 

spinnerets forward and started to weave more webbing to join the strands that had caught her. 

Spinning Miranda in its grasp it started at her legs, swiftly wrapping over the top of her cloth 



pants and then up to the jerkin, rolling her in the air as the webbing overlapped to build a solid 

layer. Tight enough to bind her legs and arms into one, but thick enough to obscure the shape of 

the prey. Her eyes flickered with the dim light of consciousness as it reached her shoulders and 

then the sheets of webbing were wrapped over her head.  

The cocoon received another pass, wrapped entirely in a special webbing that was not 

sticky to the touch as a voice barked out in another language. The spider dropped its parcel and 

skittered toward the voice, standing beside the orc who had tamed it. She spoke in the common 

tongue as she lavished praise on the arachnid and the hulking boar who had scared her into the 

webs. 

“You two play nice now.” The orc huntress said as she walked up to the cocoon. “For a 

bounty as big as yours I expected a bigger challenge.” Her iron soled boot pressing down. “Ah 

well, no point dwelling on it, eh, Master Poisoner Miranda?”  

Her eyes widened and she tried to speak, but the paralysis was only growing stronger. 

She wasn’t a bounty, or a poisoner, this made no sense! “Fortunately for you the bounty is very 

clear on having you alive, so let’s get to it.” Strong arms lifted the cocoon and slung her like a bag 

over one shoulder. The orc had been told to deliver her target to a portal and in exchange she 

would get a free magical trip home as well as a sizable payday. She could already imagine the 

scent of roasting meat with that perfect spice blend they served at her favourite inn. 

 

 

Charrol heard something in the distance, a call for help? The tauren dropped the 

firewood she’d been gathering and ran toward the sound. Born in Highmountain, she retained 

many of the same features as most tauren, though her horns were like those of an elk, wide, flat 

and many pointed. Her deep brown fur, thicker over her arms and shoulders, bore paint that 

had been arranged in artistic patterns.  

Despite her huge size, Charrol had always been a friendly woman, fitting the role of 

gentle giant, usually so careful and thoughtful, but as she ran toward the source of the sound her 

hooved feet crashed and splintered logs under her. She stopped, head tilted to the sky, listening 

out for the cry of distress again. Hopefully she wasn’t too late. Another desperate shout came 

from her left and she barrelled towards it.  

As she stepped out of the tree line she paused at what she saw, huge thorny brambles 

some as thick as a tree trunk had sprouted from the ground and a body was tangled in the 

middle of them. Without thinking Charrol leapt into action, pressing forward and shoving her 

three fingered hands into the vines, starting where they were still thin and weak. She tore some 

of them away, making swift work toward the body. “Wait, friend, I am coming to help! These 

strange vines will not hold you long.”  



The figure didn’t respond, and she hoped they were still breathing, already her thoughts 

mapping the swiftest path to the nearest village, if she made it there she could find someone to 

tend to this poor soul. Finally tearing a vine as thick as her arm away, grateful that they seemed 

dried and brittle, she reached the centre and looked to the victim.  

It was a mannequin. A carved piece of wood, head and shoulders only, that had been 

placed in the middle of the vines. Was this meant to be some sort of prank? Charrol took a step 

back, all that emergent exertion and this was the payoff, bah, if she found who put this here they 

would get a stern talking to, she imagined they were probably watching from the woods and 

laughing at her.  

She would have been half right. The one who laid the trap finally sprung it, the thinner 

vines, fortunately lacking thorns or barbs started to move and more roots shot out of the ground, 

green, fresh and flexible, unlike the brittle counterparts of the thorns. Before Charrol knew what 

was happening they’d wrapped around her wrists and arms, tugging her to her knees. More 

roots burst out to wrap behind her calves and soon her struggles bought her nothing. “What? 

Who’s there? What do you want!?” She yelled, looking around to find her assailant. The vines 

kept moving, tangling tightly around her as they lifted her into the air, the roots at her legs 

stretching to permit the changing posture.  

They were even using the thicker thorny vines as a brace, creeping over them to pull her 

airborne and lash her body in position. It had to be some sort of druid, but whoever it was they 

kept themselves well hidden. The vines slowly closed around her, squeezing her face as one 

particularly lithe one pressed into her mouth and then wrapped it up. A short moment later her 

eyes had been covered too and she twisted in the still constricting plants.  

A hand pressed against her leg as she hung in captivity, and she felt a ruffling of some 

cloth brushing up against her shins. The vines suddenly let go of the brambles, snapping but 

keeping her bound up as she fell down into a waiting sack that her captor had stretched out.  

The enchanted sack was big enough for the tauren to be bundled into, and the magic it 

was infused with kept it as light as though it were empty. One last vine threaded over the mouth 

of it, tying and cinching tightly as the elf carried the large shape in his arms. Another of those 

blue portals already hung in the air, and he turned, offering the squirming package to the figure 

that stepped out. 

 

Shi Fen had always been a restless spirit, but in an excitable and joyful way. The 

pandaren had longed to explore the world and being that she wasn’t getting any younger, she set 

off on her twentieth birthday to do just that. Even though she was stricken with wanderlust, she 

chose the safer parts of the world, at least to begin with.  



Already believing that there was more beauty in Azeroth than she could see in a lifetime, 

she had no urgency to be risking the lifetime she had. She’d been drinking and talking with other 

travellers at an inn the night before.  

As she’d risen to go to bed a frail old man had stopped her, calling her aside. He’d told a 

tale of how he’d known a most tranquil and enchanting cave, hidden amidst the local waters, 

and in his youth he’d left a trinket behind, twined with a memento of his wife.  

That was his price, for telling Shi Fen of the cave, she just had to fetch the trinket and 

return it to him. The pandaren had smiled warmly, patting him on the shoulder, a bit stronger 

than she meant to thanks to the fuzz of alcohol in her brain. “I will return here tomorrow night 

or the one after that, sir. And I will return your memento to you.” She’d happily declared. 

The cave had been just where she’d been told, even her hazy memories of the night 

before able to find the path. It didn’t seem all that hidden to her, but perhaps that was thanks to 

the passage of time or even just the elderly man’s memories failing him.  

Whatever the reason she’d made it to the cave, and her breath had been taken away. It 

was as the old man said, a beautiful little pocket of serenity with a shimmering pool of water, 

and an array of rocky holes in the walls to climb and explore. The way leading to the area the 

fellow said his artifact would be had crumbled with age, and so the pandaren had to find a 

different route. Her physique was typical for her race, a culture that enjoyed food and drink to 

nearly excessive levels, she did not relish the idea of climbing too high too quickly and so she 

looked for another way up.  

She’d found a twisting caveway that led up to her target, and ambled along, humming 

merrily to herself. The hiss of flowing water masking the sounds of the creature she’d disturbed.  

Shi Fen made her way up to the platform but her heart fell, the trinket should have been 

prominently displayed from how the old man spoke of it. Had it been taken by another? Perhaps 

fallen? She stepped to the edge, peeking down to look, it seems this exploration would be a bit 

more complex. Resolving to find the item before she enjoyed the cave she turned around, and let 

out a shriek as she saw the towering black mass behind her.  

The creature was an elemental composed of sticky tar, it’s limbs dripped to the floor only 

for the fallen drops to snake back to the body and rejoin it. It struck quickly, forcing a hand 

made of black goo over her mouth as the other splashed against her round belly, she didn’t even 

have time to draw a weapon, though her reflexes were fast enough to begin punching at it with 

her other hand. The creature rippled and then hardened, sucking on the offered limb and pulling 

her into it. The pandaren squealed into the thick tar on her lips, the bones protruding from the 

creature’s body didn’t look humanoid but still whispered of the fate of those it caught as it fixed 

two glowing orange circles, that seemed to suffice as eyes, on her. She tried to kick to the 

ground, desperate to avoid getting further mired in the creature, but it’s own body flowed to 

meet those legs.  



It was intentionally trying to get her to resist and thus pull her into it. Before long it had 

one of her legs, slurping her in at last, twisting her around too. She took a deep breath as the 

black goo loomed before her face, but it only rolled against her cheek, settling behind her head. 

Her arms and legs were squashed into place as she was pressed against its front, spread and 

trapped, able to see and breathe, but little else beyond squirm impotently as the tar continued to 

swallow her body. Pressure squeezed from all angles, soon leaving the pandaren with just the 

top of her head showing, the rest of her invisible or forming a shining tar bulge in the creature’s 

body.  

A buzz filled the air as a strange blue portal opened up, and a beam of magic slapped the 

creature in its head. It let out a groan and ejected Shi Fen from its body, still bound up inside the 

tar, and beat a hasty retreat. Her eyes widened in gratitude as a figure stepped out of the portal, 

but if she knew he wasn’t there to save her, she’d not have relaxed so soon. 

Back at the inn, the old man looked at the shining locket. He’d felt bad lying to the 

pandaren woman, but the nice man who’d spoken to him last week said she’d be coming, and he 

wasn’t going to stand in the way of what he’d been told was a reunion of two long lost friends.  

 

 

Arthur Crawford had done it. He checked off the last species from the list, and it had 

barely cost him a thing. Well, outside of the sums of money invested in the making of the 

portals, and the chambers that they were kept in, but once that was established it had just been a 

matter of arranging a few meetings, preparing rewards or betrayals, and so forth.  

The large canine adjusted his coat before opening the door to the control room, his 

assistant turned and stood. “Ah, Mr Crawford.” The hyena woman said with a laugh. Gesturing 

at the monitors in front of us. “Our preparations are nearly ready, and then we just need to fetch 

the subjects. We coaxed a bit of information out of them, at least a name from each, but two of 

them were tight lipped beyond that and one just kept making demands and asking questions.” 

Her name was Tessa, and she had a spotted coat of fur, mostly covered by the work clothes she 

wore, though she wore a top that was such a low cut that some would consider it more than 

unprofessional.  

Crawford himself was big in stature, but had the softened physique of a man who spent 

the majority of his time in an office and at most used a standing desk. He had a dark coat with 

walnut brown colouring down his sides.  

The canine approached his assistant, joining her at the monitors which were displaying 

the six captives. Each in an identical cell and wearing a jumpsuit made of a tight form-hugging 

material, however it was not totally covering either, their hands, feet and heads were exposed, 

but so too were their sides, bellies and chests. They’d been given a separate garment for modesty 



that covered the chest hole but the way it was tacked on spoke something about what was 

coming.  

“You can watch them from here at any time boss, though I know that watching remotely 

is the last thing on your mind. I’m looking forward to it myself, already we’ve exchanged bets on 

who’ll be first.” 

Arthur laughed, of course they had, all the staff loved a bit of entertainment and there 

were plenty of gamblers who’d want to make wagers, peering at the monitors he couldn’t decide 

which would be the ones to break and which would stand strong, himself. He was keen to learn 

first hand. “Let’s begin then, shall we.”  

“I’ll send out the instructions.” Tessa said, standing and moving off to an intercom. 

Meanwhile, Arthur left the room, making his way down to the prepared chamber. 

As he arrived there they were just strapping down the last of the subjects, the 

Suthay-raht had been the most difficult to manage, spitting and clawing all the way.  

“Release khajiit from this contraption at once!” She shouted, kicking at the hands that 

gripped her shins and threaded them into the waiting stocks. She, like all the other captives was 

sat on a padded bench that just about supported her back and thighs. Her arms were raised up 

above her head and cuffed to the bench in thick leather bands. 

They made two attempts before they succeeded in securing her feet, she kicked suddenly 

the first time and fouled their progress. “Get over it.” The tauren said, her tone firm but not 

harsh, each of the benches and stocks were scaled to their occupants and the six were restrained 

in a loose half circle on the outside of the chamber. Glass walls slid between each of the benches 

allowed them to see each other for the moment, but the glass could be tinted to become opaque. 

When that happened all they’d be able to see were their fellow captives feet, at best. All of them 

had monitors to the right side, showing their statistics. Name, age, weight and so on. With fields 

left blank below to be expanded on. Those monitors were out of their sight, meant for those who 

looked in. 

“No, Ahkasari will not submit to these creatures!” She hissed, “She will rip your guts 

open and wear them as a trophy!” she threatened once they’d locked her in place, thrashing at 

the bonds.  

Arthur sent all of them into silence by stopping in front of them smiling as he spoke. “I’d 

offer you welcome, ladies, but I fear you’d spurn the hospitality of it. Before any of you ask ‘why 

me’, again.” His eyes flicking towards the worgen for a moment. “It was simply bad luck. I 

happened to need a variety of subjects and you all just happened to be the best fruit to pluck. 

Sure others had even more vulnerable circumstances, but none of those were quite as 

charming.”  



“Let us go!” Shi Fen shouted, her fingers curling into fists as she stared at the man, 

already fixed on him having been the villain. That prompted another riot from them all. The 

voices fighting over each other as Ahkasari joined in with the pandaren to shout angrily. Qa’ranji 

started to plead and offer material goods and wealth and other services, and Miranda just 

begged.  

“Quiet… quiet. QUIET!” Snapped Charrol, the sudden severity of the shout stilling them 

all. Her breath was ragged as she was not as fearless as she seemed, but she was doing her best 

to keep a level head. “If we let him speak he will no doubt explain why he’s brought us here. Isn’t 

that right?”  

Arthur tilted his head in acknowledgement, looking in at Severa. The charr hadn’t said so 

much as a word, and even now she was just staring fixedly ahead, like a guard at attention. He 

walked forward to her bay as he spoke. “Yes, I will indeed. Thank you Ms. Thunderhoof.” He 

said, in response. One of his hands drifted down to the Charr’s left paw and he pinched a toe 

between his fingers. She growled at that, her lips pulling back, but she reigned herself in quickly. 

“As you know by now, for the most part you are from different places, so remote that I doubt, 

outside of a few obvious exceptions, any of your species will ever meet outside of circumstances 

like this. But we took you here, cleaned you, fed you, and gave you rooms.” That caused a sneer, 

the definition of a room differing to the pandaren and worgen, who’d grown accustomed to their 

comforts. “And so we come to the reason for your stay, obviously we wouldn’t cater so well for 

people who aren’t giving anything in return. Let’s just say, your rent is due.” He said ominously 

his hand sliding until his fingers pressed under the feline pad of Severa’s paw, his long nail 

teasing lightly as he felt a tiny crack in her composure as her foot tensed and tried to shake away.  

He backed away, raising his hands wide as he proclaimed. “You’re all going to be subject 

to a little… endurance test, of sorts. I call it a test but it’s more of a contest really, and trust us, if 

you’re the first to lose you’ll probably hate what awaits you. We’re going to kick it off now and 

see who among you is the first to break. Oh, and naturally, since you aren’t all created equal.” He 

said, tapping Charrol’s thick sturdy hooves, which made her grunt. “We’ve made sure to 

customise so that the playing field is theoretically equal. And trust me, I’ve made sure it’s fair, I 

want you all to fail after all!”  

“Y-you’re going to torture us?” Miranda asked in concern, but Arthur walked off without 

another word, moving to sit at a desk with a good view of them all, while Tessa sat herself before 

some controls and cracked her fingers. “Please! Don’t do this!” The others started to call out, in a 

mix of fear, defiance and anger but there was nothing they could do to get out of their restraints. 

Tessa pressed a button and the glass walls dimmed.  

“Say goodbye girls, cos who knows which of you is gonna get a chance to talk to any 

others after this!” Tessa called out cheerily as the whir of machinery filled the room. The theme 

of their endurance test revealed itself with a soft touch. The women’s trapped feet were the first 

target of the tickling pressure as an array of brushes pressed forward. Even Charrol was 



targeted, though the soft feather-like brushes she had to endure pressed in more at the ankle 

where the rough keratin of her hoof melted into soft fur.  

The cries of distress were immediate from the majority of the captives. For Shi Fen and 

Qa’ranji a number of brushes pressed in between and underneath their toes, fewer for the 

pandaren to compensate for her only having three digits, but their strokes were bigger and more 

vigorous. On top of which a brush teased at their arches and the ball of their foot, rubbing in 

between the soft unused pads that their races still retained.  

Ahkasari, Miranda and Severa all had less human shaped feet, more alike to paws yet still 

distinct from each other, the charr in particular having a sharp inverted claw just above the heel. 

The brushes each came with small frames that forced their paw-toes apart to reveal more surface 

area unprotected by pads, and then they dug in deep between them and yet more brushes 

pressed along the digitigrade arch that lead to that first bend of their legs.  

Charrol was the least tormented at first, but even the lighter touch she was receiving was 

making her grind her teeth. Even Severa had lost her silence, her eyes wide as she was forced to 

laugh, albeit in short gruff bursts. She’d psyched herself to endure many breeds of torture that 

she had been trained for, but this was not on the list. “N-nnohoho, mercy! Mercy!!” Qa’ranji was 

yelling, the loudest of them to form coherent words. The rest were still fighting a losing battle 

with peals of laughter and Arthur seemed to be wiggling in his chair at the excitement of seeing 

their reactions.  

Tessa’s hands methodically tapped buttons, simply adding more devices for now. If they 

thought those brushes were bad, things were going to be positively awful from here. Charrol was 

the first to be targeted by the second wave of arms, making up for lost impact with her feet. 

Clamps came out at her hands instead, grabbing her fingers and spreading them as a gentle 

brush moved to her palms. They all received the same treatment here, hands spread wide and 

attacked too, but Charrol’s brushes were thin and softer to make them more intense.  

Further arms went to each girl’s sides, positioned cruelly with long tasseled feathers and 

sensuous buzzing wands, an additional wand held just above their bellies. If they could keep 

their composure and stay still they would only have to endure those feathers. But the slightest 

rock to the side or trying to lift themselves forward would cause the bodies to press into the 

horrendous wands, enough to force a recoil which would cause them to shift side to side 

endlessly if they couldn’t control themselves. Much like Qa’ranji was doing now. The others were 

starting to do more than just laugh too, but Qa’ranji spent every breath she could begging and 

pleading for it to stop. 

Her fingers were white where they pressed against the restraining hoops, desperately 

trying to clench, tears in her eyes at the feelings. “Oh dear, I think we’ve had our first loss 

already.” Arthur said, sounding genuinely disappointed, “Can’t be helped. A pity, I was hoping 

for a cute pair of paws to be the first victim, not the most human foot.” A glass shield came down 

in front of Qa’ranji’s pod, soundproofing her from the others, she still had wit enough to look 



concerned at the development, but then the brushes retracted. “O-oh, thank you! Bless you!” She 

whispered.  

“Don’t thank anyone yet.” A voice echoed, it wasn’t Arthur or Tessa, they were both still 

watching the rest of the contest. “After all, you lost. Surprisingly fast.”  

“This one is sorry, she couldn’t take it.” She added, worried at the tone.  

“Crawford warned you all that you’d regret failing.” The harsher voice said. The stocks 

were opened at her feet and two figures came from behind her, one a human male and the other 

a zebra woman. They removed her restraints and then pulled her out of the bench.  

“P-please. Send Qa’ranji home, she will give you all she has to leave this place.” She 

whined to the figures as she was carried into another room, the pair of them not letting her feet 

touch the ground. They raised her hands to a pair of manacles, hanging on a rail that kept her a 

small distance off the ground. The zebra moved to a different control panel while the human 

took off Qa’ranji’s jumpsuit, running his thumbnail against one of her arches as he peeled the 

fabric away and making her gasp and whimper.  

Though she begged for no more, she was too defeated to so much as move away. All the 

same, the man walked out of the small dark room they were in, off to fetch something else. More 

machinery sprang to life around the khajiit, nozzles with roller-brushes at the end, she winced 

and braced herself for more tickling but instead they gave a smooth rubbing effect, the nozzles 

leaking some tingling liquid over her body. The brushes worked to rub it in to her skin, and 

when half done, she started to feel something. Even though the room was nearly still, the once 

imperceptible air current of the ventilation seemed suddenly stronger, even the vibrations from 

the brush echoed on her frame, she felt it all far more keenly than she’d felt anything.  

The gel was working it’s purpose raising her sensitivity wherever it had reached, and the 

zebra worked silently and efficiently to coat her whole body. The man returned carrying a black 

shining latex suit, a raven walked next to him with a tool-box, and they waited until the 

machines spun down and pulled back into their resting places. The hands that fell on her shins 

were like a surge of energy and she cried out in alarm. “Guess it’s working then.” The raven said 

wryly, and the khajiit started, that was the voice that had come over the speakers!  

As the man opened the zipper on the suit, revealed to be lined with something that 

looked pink and spongy. Qa’ranji thought she saw a flicker of movement stir that pink surface, 

and with another breathless attempt whispered a plea.  

“Get her dressed up.” The raven said. The zebra pushed at the controls until Qa’ranji was 

just off the floor and then she too rose and came over, holding the suit’s legs. With the human 

handling the khajiit’s body, they stuffed her paws down into the waiting rubber, and this time 

there was no mistaking it. The pink sponge was moving, as if it were alive. It pulled back as her 

body touched it, revealing a multitude of tiny tentacles that sprang to life. Even if her body 

hadn’t been made more sensitive they would have tickled worse than all the brushes and wands 



Qa’ranji had escaped. But as it was it was an almost immediate overload, the khajiit howling as 

the tight latex suit clung where it was pressed. They rolled it up her back, even stuffing her tail in 

a pocket that was just as cruelly torturous. 

The manacles holding her suddenly released when the suit was up to her chest, and they 

forced her arms into the sleeves. The hand ending in a ball that made her hands useless and 

even there the tormenting lining continued. The zebra grabbed her arms behind her back and 

tackled her to the ground as the raven came closer with his toolbox. He pulled out two 

pink-lined earplugs which he stuffed into her ears, already muting the world. All the while she 

was screaming with laughter so strong her voice was cracking from exertion, and so with her jaw 

wide it was simple for them to lead a small pipe into place, before strong hands pinned her 

mouth shut. The raven nodded in thanks to his colleagues as he pulled out a hood, shaped to fit a 

khajiit almost disturbingly perfectly. The tiny mercy was that it had no further pink segments, 

but it also had only two holes, one for the neck and one at her mouth.  

The pipe was used as a guiding rod, the raven using it to line up a hollow plug with a 

ribbed interior into her mouth and then the rest of the rubber was dragged over her head, 

squeezing tightly and trapping those tickling ear plugs. “Time for a test.” The raven said. “Ms. 

Khajiit, if you nod your head we’ll take all of this off and send you home.”  

The only reaction that followed was the desperate thrashing from the unending tickling 

along her body. She didn’t hear a word of it. “Excellent.” The man said, handing the raven a 

bottle.  

The corvid squeezed some of the chemical out directing it onto the seam where the hood 

met the suit and then sliding it down the opening at Qa’ranji’s back. He put on a pair of treated 

gloves and pinched the joints until the chemical had set. Sealing and fusing the suit, after all 

there was no intention for it to be removable without serious work. Qa’ranji’s distorted muffling 

cries of suffering laughter accompanied the squeak of the latex as she bucked helplessly. The 

raven decided to amend that. A large inflated plug filled that mouth opening pressed in until it 

clicked. Her breaths coming only as reedy whistles through the tiny hole in it.  

The zebra let go of her when they were sure it had set, and the latex suited figure rolled 

helplessly in her unceasing torment. They flipped her onto her back watching her with 

amusement as she failed to even get back onto her front, too weak and overcome from the 

extreme overstimulation and with a shudder she fell forward, her body just twitching. She’d 

passed out.  

“Take her to the break room, and then tell Beth and Gloria they’re helping with the next 

one.” The crow said, walking away. The suited khajiit was carried bodily by the staff into the 

room where all those not on duty were watching the contest. They whooped in appreciation as 

the khajiit was brought in. She’d have no end of admirers, even after the unhalting stimulation 

drove her . The suit was tight enough to show every feature of her paws, after all, and the plug 

could be removed quite easily. Plenty for them all to enjoy... 



The five damsels still in the contest were getting louder, Tessa had been turning up the 

power of the brushes and feathers, having left the same toys out to see if anyone else would 

break so soon. “Next up.” The hyena called with gleeful malice, this time the arms pressed soft, 

fluffy fur tipped wheels under each of the girl’s armpits and soft tipped mechanical points 

rubbed at their necks, each calibrated to be just strong enough to press through the different 

densities of their fur, and thus maximise the stimulation. 

The louder members were already squealing at that much new pressure, and none of 

them, not even the large stoic charr were able to keep a straight face nor stay silent. The five 

separate laughs filling the air were like music to Arthur, and he couldn’t wait to see who was 

next. The whole ordeal they were enduring just a game to him.  

He had strong predictions in mind for the next two, seeing the tear streaked faces of 

forced pleasure from both Ahkasari and Shi Fen. It would be disappointing if both the khajiit 

failed, but then it might speak for their race in general. He’d wait and see of course but he was 

allowed his own bias.  

Further evidence toward the khajiit breaking was how she’d lost the breath to scream 

insults and threats at them, instead she was whining and gasping amid her laughter. The tauren 

girl had managed to reign her body in a little more than the others, her face screwed up in 

tension as she only rarely dipped forward to the wand, but had managed to tense herself from 

dipping into the left or right ones.  

The hyena pressed on with the next stage, licking her lips as she too had noticed that they 

were mostly getting used to the wands. The khajiit was the worst with them though, her body 

rocking almost constantly back and forth to avoid whichever was pressing at her. As a result, 

Tessa pressed those wands into the holes at their sides and bellies so there was no escaping them 

at all, chasing even if they ducked away, and retreating to maintain that tickling distance if they 

pressed close.  

They also made their way up high, pressing at the sides of the victims chests as the next 

device was added to the mix, spiked metal pinwheels were walked along those holes, tracing 

from the bottom to the top and then being dragged away to repeat the cycle. A dog like whine 

emanated from Miranda’s bay, her begging turning into an animal howling. His eyebrows raised, 

as she was trying to shake her head. He gestured to Tessa, pointing to her and the hyena lowered 

the worgen’s tickling down just a fraction.  

“Nnaaah, ha-please, plehehease, let me go! Let me go home! Stop this!” She cried, before 

she started babbling incessantly, laughing even though there was little to provoke it. By his 

judgement she’d broken, his brows raised as he looked at Shi Fen, she was still roaring but not 

overcome, nor was the khajiit.  

“We have a second failure!” He pronounced, waving a hand as that same obscuring glass 

window came down to cut the worgen’s chamber out of view.  



“Hmmph, better than the last one.” The raven’s voice spoke over the monitor. “But I’m 

afraid to tell you we can’t do that, this is your home now, the portals were a one time thing.” She 

didn’t want to believe his words, but she let out a drawn out sob. The tickling devices all stopped 

as again a hatch behind her opened and two women drew to either side of her, a pair of rodents, 

one a rat, the other a mouse. As before they removed the restraints and carried her off, the rat 

doing the heavy lifting. She’d done well enough to avoid that cruel sensitivity raising treatment, 

and thus her punishment could begin faster.  

She was taken to a room whimpering all the way and when they tried to put her down to 

stand, she faltered, her legs giving up. They shrugged, moving to the zipper of her jumpsuit and 

removing it from where she lay. With the worgen naked, they moved to pick her up and carry her 

over to a large casket. “She does have a pretty face, huh, Beth?” The rat said holding Miranda’s 

body as the mouse stretched her weak legs. The casket was lined with something black and 

shiny, yet more latex. The casket had an opening curve at the top which they slipped her neck 

into. It was just big enough to fit her body in stretched out, and too tight for her to really wiggle 

much, blocky and featureless on the outside, the worgen lay there, panting and without the 

strength to sit up as the two rodents lifted the matching lid. It pressed down heavily and there 

was a click as a mechanical lock sealed it on. Only leaving Miranda’s head exposed.  

“You’ll like this part.” The mouse said to Miranda, reaching to touch a button. There was 

a hissing from the box as a vacuum component sucked the air out, the latex lining acting as a 

vac-bed on the worgen, pulling in until her body was sandwiched inside them. She shook her 

head, denying the accusation, it wasn’t tickling, but the last thing she wanted was more strange 

fetishistic torture.  

“W-what is that? Turn it off, please!”  

“Sorry sugar, no can do. You lost after all!” Gloria the rat said with a titter. “Oh, and 

you’ll probably hate this part.” Another button was flicked on the casket and suddenly tentacles 

sprouted. Like those in the pink lined suit that Qa’ranji now suffered inside, the walls of the 

casket ensured anyone trapped inside would be kept forcibly entertained. Miranda yelped, trying 

to squirm, but the stretching restraint was effective at keeping her vulnerable, the tendrils 

brushing at her body constantly.  

“You’re lucky you have a cute laugh.” Said a voice from the side as the raven walked in 

with a trolley, It slid under the casket, lifting the trapped worgen up as he handed it over to the 

rodents. They trundled Miranda away, the laughter incessant, and lost between pleas that would 

be ignored until they reached a wall with a hatchway and a railing. Miranda stared at it, she 

could already guess the purpose as it was too similarly shaped to the casket’s top. The three of 

them lifted the boxed worgen onto the rails as the hatch opened, and she was slid along it until 

her head poked out the other side, into a lavishly decorated room. The tickling suddenly grew 

worse as the mouse turned it up to maximum intensity. The hatch around Miranda’s neck 

clicked shut, locked in place and she stared as three more figures loomed in front of her.  



“Eww, let's do something about those tears.” A bear said to her left. Reaching to a shelf 

beside the worgen’s head. She picked up a heavy leather blindfold and pressed it on. “Help me 

out here.” She said to one of the males next to her, a wolf who ran his hands to hold her steady. 

Miranda couldn’t even shake her head.  

“N-nohoho, puh-please, don’t! Just let me go! Nnngh hahaha!” She cried as she was 

thrown into darkness. She’d glimpsed the array of gags sitting on the shelf beside her, and there 

was even a soundproof cover they could slip down if they ever got tired of listening to her. But 

for now hands came down, stroking and petting her protesting face. The latest ornament for the 

same breakroom where Qa’ranji resided. “Hey, the cat’s waking up.” One of the staff said, and 

then it was only the bear and wolf attending Miranda, neither interested in helping her or moved 

by her words. 

Arthur shut his eyes, listening to the sounds that carried to him. Since the worgen had 

been removed the chorus of laughter had changed its overall melody. With Ahkasari still too 

breathless to spit threats, there’d been a lack of speech from them all. Just peals of laughter or 

grunts of exertion breaking through. Tessa was already busy with the next step, a temporary 

respite came to all the girl’s feet as the brushes and wands there pulled away. Instead machinery 

came up to place buzzing rings that had dancing fronds around each toe. The fronds almost like 

synthetic tentacles that made them squirm anew. Charrol received a shaper slender brush that 

looked desperately for any vulnerabilities behind the hooves, but to compensate for her 

advantage two more wands pressed in at her sides, shaking to coat a wider area. A fresh deep 

pitched laugh burst from her as they squeezed in.  

Arthur was loathe to admit that he was preferring having less bodies tormented at once, 

but with just these four he could more easily discern their laughter. The light pitched pandaren 

who could best be described as the giggler of the group, the scratchy quality of the khajiit’s voice 

making her forced mirth distinct, and he was even learning what the charr’s laughter sounded 

like during the increasingly common bouts she had.  

A long pinching hand came down next, finding the extra segment of cloth over their 

bodysuits, it plucked the cloth away, revealing the bare chests of each woman. Even though her 

chest was revealed, so too was the charr’s advantage. Her physiology left her front flat, there was 

still some sensitivity to be had there, but it was less vulnerable compared to the bosom of the 

other three.  

Long arms came down, adding to the jumbled metal parts that whirred and thrummed as 

they unendingly tortured those they were pressed against. These arms filled with softly curving 

three-pronged claws that were also lined with just enough fluff to make them particularly apt for 

tickling. Two fingers from each claw squeezed and kneaded at the breasts of all but the charr, the 

third finger dancing over their nipples. Though Severa did not escape the claws, instead getting 

four of them that tickled and rubbed at her chest and belly, her whole torso subject to them, and 

dancing around her more discreet but both more present and more numerous nipples.  



That had cracked her at last, and she couldn’t go back to grunts, instead laughing or 

moaning. Speaking of cracking, the dry rasp of Ahkasari had stopped, turning into just desperate 

breathing. Her lips were moving wordlessly from this range, and a small microphone pressed 

down to amplify what she was trying to say.  

“Please…. This one surrenders, khajiit is sorry, khajiit will never steal again. Let this one 

go to a jail cell, just no more…” She hissed. The ticklers at her feet stopped, pulling away as 

Arthur rose from his chair, walking over to her, his hands went to her feline paws, kneading and 

brushing at them, his fingers curling between her toes as he appreciated and even doted on them 

in his own way.  

“As we said, this isn’t because of anything you’ve done, it was just bad luck. Third place 

isn’t too bad though. The least I can do is offer a rub before you go.” He said, his digits brushing 

in a way that compared to the hellish tickling was almost soothing. She was still being tickled 

silly by the rest of the apparatus and then when Arthur stepped back, the glass panel slid down 

and blocked her away. Three contestants left.  

“You three are in luck, as much as I want you all to break, the rest of those watching want 

you to have further incentive to hold on. And so we’ll have a brief recess.” He clicked his fingers 

dramatically and the vast majority of the tools paused, retreating a few inches. The wands all 

pressed in, even those at their legs returning but with a massaging thrum instead of torment. 

Arthur left the room to fetch refreshments for himself, while Tessa prepared the rest. They 

might get their voices back and conspire, so with a few more buttons a set of arms moved against 

each of them, forcing their jaws open to accept a mouth-fitting rubber shape, which was then 

locked behind a panel-gag. All three protested and shook their head as if trying to get that off, 

but they were grateful for a break, even if they’d never admit so much.  

Behind the shrouded glass of the recent failure, the customary hatch had opened and she 

had been joined by a large grizzly she-bear and a gecko male who prized her out of her bindings. 

Like the others she’d been stripped of her jumpsuit and led to a room where a piece of furniture 

sat waiting. 

 A long metal stand with an open collar stood there, comprised of a contorting frame that 

would bind a body placed inside it. The khajiit’s final embers of spirited defiance flared up, but 

they overpowered her and wrestled her into it. Her arms were wrestled below her breasts and 

the frame’s upper half was swung shut, cold metal pinning across her wrists, forearms and 

shoulders and pressing tight enough against her chest to make her breasts stick out.  

Her legs were folded upwards before they too were locked down in the metal, spread to 

either side in a pose that jutted her posterior out behind her. Her tail was clipped into a clasp as 

the last locks of the frame came down, presing along her waist and back. She was totally 

vulnerable, her breasts, paws, and pelvis both displayed and fully accessible, all while contorting 

the khajiit to her limits to ensure she stayed bound. As one last insult the frame could even be 

tilted, allowing a spectator to focus on her feet or gain easy access to her body.  



Naturally they had to keep in theme with the rest of the endurance tests, so, when the 

Suthay-raht had been locked in her titanium prison, the gecko brought out a number of tools he 

had with him that were magnetized to hook up at certain points where stronger magnets buried 

in the metal frame waited. The first were a pair of battery powered rollers that he pressed 

against her paws, the little nubs squeezing into sensitive spots and thrumming. Next came a 

twinned pair of vibrators that he pivoted to rest on her nipples, and then the large buzzing wand 

was brought out. He waved it in front of her spitting face, the tickling far less severe and thus she 

was able to stop from giving more than the occasional shock of laughter. The wand he clipped 

into a metal arm and swung the end to nestle against her proffered mound.  

The khajiit’s restraint was done. The bear lifted the whole frame, walking it over to the 

break room where Ahkasari was reunited with the other khajiit and the still helplessly laughing 

Miranda. The frame was pressed down and then screwed in place there. On display for all to see 

and use. Her punishment as restrictive and binding as the two others who had just become 

objects, but unlike them, her stimulation was not to be eternal. Batteries needed replacing, and 

half the toys scattered around her were manual rather than automatic. Meaning she would at 

least get some reprieve. The bear lifted a cloth hood, however and slid it over Ahkasari’s face, her 

anger wouldn’t last, the restraint would break the last spark, and then she like the other two 

would be just another display.  

Back in the contest room Tessa straightened as she heard Arthur returning, the hyena 

indulged herself by giving the tauren’s bosom one last squeeze before she sat back at her control 

desk. Arthur glanced over, he saw that while he’d been away the hyena had given them all some 

attention. The pandaren’s feet and charr’s paws were all damp from the tongue bath Tessa had 

doled out and there was even a glint of moisture on the tauren’s left hoof, as if the girl had tried 

that before deciding against it and going for the grope.  

“We’re back, and I think to show you what you’re playing for, you all ought to see what 

has become of your former contestants.” A monitor dropped down in front of each girl, split into 

three to show them multiple camera feeds. The cameras were too close to show much of the 

room but what they did show were a blindfolded worgen head, sticking out of a tight hatch in a 

wall, and a ball-gagged khajiit with three people handling her, one thrusting a wand deep into 

her mound, another nipping at her breast with his teeth and a third toying at her paws with his 

hands. The third monitor was hard to discern at first, displaying the squirming shining mass of 

Qa’ranji’s suit.  

The Cathay khajiit was pinned down on someone’s lap, one hand idly playing with her air 

supply by blocking that pipe and releasing it intermittently, meanwhile a second pair of hands 

had grabbed hold of her feet and were using them for a forced footjob. The twisted part was that 

any hands touching outside the suit made the tendrils inside go berserk, and so the feline’s feet 

squirmed to get away, providing the very stimulation that the lion using her was hunting for. 

“They’ll be well looked after-” Arthur paused, thinking for a moment. “Well used, at any 

rate, by our more sadistic staff. And a reminder that your fates could well end up something like 



theirs if you don’t hold on. Just in case you thought it was an endurance test for who breaks first, 

I’ll dispel that illusion, you’re all here until you break.”  

They all gave some reaction at that, the pandaren woman squeaking around her gag, the 

charr growling and the tauren looking at the monitor with pity and sympathy for the losers. 

“Anyway!” Arthur shouted, bringing even Charrol’s focus back to him. “You’ve had a rest, it’s 

time to resume.” At the desk behind him Tessa cackled as she started it all up again.  

The devices, kept just inches away for so long, all thrummed back to life. Squeezing 

chests, rubbing bodies, tickling sensitive nerves, the pause had done little to let them all cool 

down. Arthur shut his eyes for a little, enjoying the fresh cacophony of gagged laughter. It had 

such a different sound that was ever so distinct. “Let’s hear their real voices again, though, my 

dear assistant.” He said as he went back to sit down. The hyena obliged him, stripping the gags 

away from their lips and filling the room with the struggles of the three voices.  

The two watchers sat there, one modulating the controls to keep the girls stimulated to 

excess and the other basking in their cries for a good few minutes before he felt it was time to 

press forward. “This one usually breaks someone down, it’s why we moved it to be this late.” He 

said as more of the arms shook in the air. These went down toward the girl’s heads, shaped caps 

on the end that targeted their ears. Each filled with wiggling tendrils of varied lengths set to 

never risk harm, but still fragile enough to make them suffer yet another assault. It was here that 

the charr squealed the loudest, having four ears compared to the other girl’s count of two each. 

Her eyes widened and she tried to pull her head away from them, groaning at the touch.  

Shi Fen was also struggling, even though her ears looked stable she was particularly 

sensitive in them, one of the reasons she’d never invested in earrings like other pandaren might. 

“Nnngh nohohoh, aaah my ears, t-that's the worst yet!” The pandaren cracked into saying, but 

even so, she and the others were fighting the laughter, not breaking just yet. In fact, Arthur 

flicked his ear, it sounded almost like the pause had changed her outlook, she seemed more 

accepting somehow. 

The charr however, clearly didn’t want any of this and had lost her calm once again, 

“B-burn me, target something else you monsters!” She growled out around suppressed laughter.  

The male smiled and made eye contact. “As you insist, you have your kitty friend to 

blame for the next step coming so soon.” It was about time anyway, but fostering such feelings 

amused him. The claws that had been brushing their chests pulled away, still groping the tauren 

and pandaren, and still rubbing lightly at the charr’s front, but instead tiny cups on arms came 

down with a pair of clamps in front of each. Every nipple was latched onto and then tickled and 

squeezed, while at the same time the zipper’s at their crotches were pulled open, splitting the 

fabric from far enough in front that it easily exposed their privates. Teasing brushes with highly 

flexible tips descended on them, brushing the tender flesh in a far more sensual and less tickling 

way at first, all a trap to excite their bodies and bring the blood to the area. The brushes pulled 



back when Tessa judged each girl’s caves to be ready and then another of the soft bristled rings 

much smaller in size was pressed forward, waiting to be slipped over their clitorises.  

All of the girls moaned at some point, mixing in with their laughter as their bodies were 

sexually teased too, the slow build up leading to this was almost inevitable, as a brush, claw, 

wand or feather was nestled against every possible point of stimulation. The tauren was 

practically lowing as her legs fought to close, wanting to cover that spot, her head hung as she 

moaned out “S-stop. It’s … it’s too much. I quit.” She wailed, dreading what was going to come 

instead.  

“Contestant four has fallen. I hope our viewers are applauding her efforts. It all started to 

spin out of control for her and now she’s fallen, time to say goodbye to those pretty hooves.” The 

glass screen slid into place and then he turned back. The two remaining bays were split in such a 

way that it was difficult to watch both at once, but that just meant he could focus on the girls one 

at a time. The pandaren and the charr… he hadn’t predicted this to be the final head to head. 

Charrol was supported rather than dragged out of where she sat, she was still a failure 

but she’d made it nearly to the final acts of the endurance, which had earned her a less torturous 

fate. She knew better than to offer her thanks, walking onward as they led her through hallways. 

A raven intercepted her along the way, inclining his head with a tiny touch of respect. “You made 

it far enough to pass beyond the point of objectification, you should be happy, tauren. Instead 

you, and indeed, whoever fails next, will get to serve us.”  

Her jumpsuit was removed all the same, and she was directed to sit on a bench. “Your 

first duty every morning will be in here.” She looked up exhaustedly. Every muscle in her body 

ached. She didn’t want to think of having to work so soon after those wearying hours of 

struggling, but beyond the door she was shown she saw a garden of some sort. An indoor room 

filled with plant life and thick earthen beds, the smell that wafted in was far more pleasant to her 

nature loving background than the clinical rooms of the building. “You are to water and feed the 

plants.” He said.  

She blinked. There must have been something more to it than that. “And you start now.” 

He added, cutting off her questions before they’d formed. “You will have a suit more fitting to 

your duty made up for you, but for now you will work in your… natural form.”  

He pushed a heavy watering can forward and pointed to the supply shed. Charrol took a 

step forward into the garden and the door was pulled shut behind her. The crow departing. Of 

course it wasn’t that simple, even though she suspected a trap when she tipped the watering can 

forward onto the nearest plant, the vines it whipped out at her were a shock. Lashing around her 

legs and arms and pulling her in more insistent than those vines that had bound her back on 

Azeroth. She stared as an overgrown horror of a mouth yawned up at her. Half flower-bulb half 

head, a slavering tongue slurping along her body before it snapped shut over her torso. The 

vines split up, the bud sealing air-tight to her hips as more tentacles sprung to life inside. It was 

just another tickling fate after all. Her legs were kicking with no effect at the interior of the plant, 

and soon more vines were snaking towards her from outside, binding, pulling, pushing but all 



very much covered in either whip like tips that rubbed or irritating hairs that stimulated with 

some chemical laced on their fine tips.  

She bellowed as her fist managed to thump the plant once, and then it was snatched up 

by a vine and tugged away. A long fluted flower quested forward, it’s petals splayed, searching 

for an orifice. It found her mouth, which suited it fine, pressing a sweet nectar into her lips it 

stuck on, and soon the tauren found herself intoxicated. So much so that her tongue was lolling 

out of her mouth in between shorter sporadic laughs. That turned to an abject moan of lust, the 

nectar wakening sexual heat in her which the plants detected, and the one lucky enough to have 

snared her hips eagerly lapped between her legs with it’s pseudo-tongue. Two thin stems 

rubbing and stimulating while a rounded and far more phallic tendril started to quest inside her. 

There were worse plants still in the garden, those who’d see her body as a seed bed, and it would 

be her duty to tend to them, too, in time. The plant would release her eventually, when it had 

drank it’s fill, which, if she was lucky, would only take till her third climax. The challenge would 

be getting out of the garden on wobbly legs before another plant snared her.  

Some days they would be almost docile, allowing her to water and tend to them. But then 

that was the gamble of her reward. None of the staff could control the garden, so when it felt 

frisky she would suffer the tickling violations it threw at her. Otherwise she would have easy 

days. Still, she would eventually come to admit the gamble certainly beat the maddening 

pressure that the first two losers of the contest had received.  

The contest had not paused while Charrol’s new role as a slave was given to her, as soon 

as the glass slid down on the tauren girl, Arthur gave the signal for the next stage. The last two 

girls were filling the air with their laughter, still, but the hot blush on their faces spoke of 

another feeling building between their legs. “Don’t overdo it now.” He said softly to Tessa, they 

weren’t supposed to climax, after all, though the torments of the tickling mostly undercut the 

risk anyway.  

A scalpel came out in front of both women, a safe, blunt side towards their body as it was 

tucked under their jumpsuits, shredding the garment’s open and pulling them off. The goal was 

not humiliation, even though it brought some flustering to both of the now nude girls.  

Instead another set of nozzles came out, prepared with the sensitivity spray that had 

been mixed into a thicker viscous goo. Without being meticulously rubbed into the skin as the 

khajiit’s had, the effects would be far shorter lived, but just as intense. For now, it made every 

part of the two girls’ bodies so sensitive that they could swear they felt every single bristle well 

enough to count the hairs. The ear ticklers thrummed their horrible torture, the feathers at their 

necks had been upgraded to buzzing collars. From the wands at their pits, to the bristles at their 

palms ut all felt so much worse.  

The spray started to press their chests, the squeezing knead at Shi Fen’s breasts and the 

stomach brushing and nipple tickling at Severa’s became all the more agonizing. The nozzles 

ignored their sexes, at least, instead targeting the soles and pads of their feet. And these did 



receive a rubbing brush, kneaded into the fur and skin to ensure that they were made the most 

sensitive.  

Still they both held on, but Arthur could hear the strain in their laughter. With the even 

coat spread, a larger nozzle of the slime raised up and started to pour, the tingling liquid coating 

their sides and dripping down the floor, Severa’s eyes rolled up at that and she let out one long 

yowl before she slumped forward, passed out. “Oh! What a surprise! And the grizzled soldier 

loses at the penultimate hurdle!” He said, the glass panel sliding up. Arthur was surprised but 

hardly displeased, he could have picked either of these girls for the roles they were to take, but 

there was something ironically amusing to him about what the most dangerous fighter amongst 

them was to become. 

The charr was easily the bulkiest of them all, and thus needed multiple people to handle 

her collapsed body. They left her unconscious form on a table as they scrubbed her clean of the 

tingling slime before fetching her new uniform. Sheer footless stockings were slid up her legs 

with matching sleeves for her arms. A black and white maid’s outfit was prepared for her, 

tapered in to her measurements, it was something the strong charr would never have chosen to 

wear, but here her choice would be that or nudity.  

A muzzle was found and stretched over her snout as a precaution, to be taken off if she 

proved to behave well, and then they moved to dress her with the items that would ensure her 

temperament didn’t boil up. The first was a fitted chastity belt, the shield hollow and concave. 

Bending out to allow the use of teasing feathery disks that would press across her labia and 

torment her clit. Then came the shoes, custom crafted devices that split her toes apart and held 

rollers and more of those terrible pink pads just out of reach of her legs. Every step would push 

her into them and tickle her, but standing still would instead have them rise up. If she tried to 

avoid them for too long then they’d be constantly teasing her paws until she walked far enough 

to placate the mechanisms. The one exception was her new room, when crossing the door a 

toggle signal was sent, meaning she could rest at night, but when she was on duty it was back to 

the torment.  

From here on, her treatment in the facility would be entirely contingent on her 

behaviour, if she chose to accept her role more and more privileges would be granted, even the 

belt removed if she went for a month without incident. But if she defied them, then she’d be sent 

to the staff dormitories, where even if her belt and boots would permit sleep, someone would 

always be awake to employ her other services, for now she was carried back to her room where 

one of the staff waited to explain it all when she woke.  

As for the game, it was now down to its last contender. The pandaren was showing 

surprising fortitude in her struggles. To think Arthur thought she’d fail second, how wrong he’d 

been, still the game wasn’t over until she broke. The goo had almost expended it’s supply, 

hanging on her body so thick that little of her natural colour was left to be seen. Her eyes were 

wide, tear streaked with the grimace of one being forced to endure unbearable pleasure. Her 



chest couldn’t suck in as much air as her body wanted, so she felt constantly on the verge of 

hyperventilation.  

Arthur was out of his seat, leaning on the door frame of the last bay, all the glass had 

cleared or retracted, showing that it was just Tessa, Arthur and the tormented pandaren in the 

room. He turned around, she wasn’t breaking and wasn’t collapsing, he nodded to his assistant 

with a wink. At once, all the tools stopped, every last one retracting away and with a deeper 

whirr, the floor below the bench rose up, it was another shaped casket, mimicking the position 

the pandaren was in and lined with tentacles that were already thrashing hungrily to tickle and 

tease. The pandaren gave them one look and let out a whimper before the machines closed over 

her, covering her head.  

There was not much for a spectator to view at this point, only the boxes angular metal 

visible, but a microphone embedded inside the device recorded each utterance she made, 

transmitting that adorable laughter as every inch of her was tickled. A truly hellish blitz of 

whirring tendrils lashed her until she could take no more. “Ahahah, s-stop! Stop it! Make it all 

go away!!!” She squealed. For good measure though, Arthur held up a hand and so Tessa didn’t 

disengage the locks for another full minute.  

With a hiss, the container opened, and the pandaren slumped forward, still conscious, 

but exhausted. Her whole body tingled and twitched as he went to her side. “We have a winner.” 

He said, smiling down, she’d make him very happy, he could tell.  

She was taken out of the restraining bench and taken straight out to the small cell she’d 

spent the night before in. Exhausted from the hours of torture she collapsed and fell into a sleep 

that was plagued with crazed dreams, many of which woke her but the fatigue was so strong that 

she fell asleep again. She was left to sleep as long as her body wanted, monitored but not forced 

out of bed, and thus it was the following afternoon when her eyes finally stayed open.  

The crow was the one who came to fetch her once she’d gotten up and squeezed herself 

into the fresh suit that had been hung up, waiting for her. He was flanked by the large she-bear 

and zebra, who took the pandaren’s wrists and cuffed them in front of her, tugging her away to 

an imposing looking chair. Shi Fen couldn’t help eyeing it nervously as there were yet more 

restraints on it. When she was placed on the chair they snapped against her ankles, wrists and 

neck, holding her in place.  

“I thought I was a winner. What are you going to do to me now?” She said, worried and 

sounding even a little bit betrayed. Arthur was there, of course, Tessa at his side, the canine 

walking closer to lay his hand over one of the pandaren’s and gave it a gentle squeeze. 

“We’re going to give you your prize, believe me when I say this one you will like, 

eventually, if not at first.” He said, and the seemingly legitimate tenderness of his words just 

made the pandaren more confused.  



They pulled down a visor that was mounted above the chair and pressed it over her eyes, 

swirling lights and mixing colours filled her vision, spellbinding her into a trance. Her words 

turned to just soft gasps, not saying any more once she was taken in. Their goal was no longer to 

torture or tease the pandaren. The soft brushes pressed into her body once more, but this time 

targeting the areas that, from their analysis of the video feed, spoke of actual enjoyment.  

At first, they gave a more sensual stroking, rubbing like a tender massage, pressing into 

the pandaren’s rounded body and parting the thick fur. Arthur pulled a chair closer and sat in it, 

directly in front of her. His hands pressed forward, gripping her soft soled feet and giving them 

an adoring massage. Ear-phones lowered to press over the girl’s head and started to whisper 

calming and soothing hypnotic suggestions.  

Soon she was relaxed, and then slowly they built up the pressure, it took the better part 

of the day as they started with brushing rubs, added in light tickling, the wands and feathers 

making another return though Artur insisted on wielding them manually when it came to her 

paws, and though she laughed, squirming fitfully at first there was far less desperation in her 

voice. Her reward becoming clear as over a period of weeks they returned her to hypnotic 

trances and slowly muddied the lines between torment and pleasure with it all.  

Shi Fen was eager now instead of afraid, sitting in the chair with a bubbly giggle and 

needing no restraining as she was brainwashed and conditioned into being a pliant and adoring 

tickle pet.  

 

 

None of the girls found freedom, Qa’ranji least of all. Her mouth, feet and ass were used 

for the staff’s pleasure, some even further binding her and taking her to their beds for the night, 

the cruel suit was removed only once she’d broken from it. They made her model other 

garments, all restraining and humiliating in some way, as they would rehabilitate her, only to 

lock her back in the suit to break her again. Sometimes months before she was released for 

another cycle. 

Miranda reached a point where she no longer laughed during all hours of the day, 

instead she moaned and mewled, on occasion her prison would be adjusted so that her paws 

were on display instead of, or sometimes as well as her head, both receiving the abuse of the 

restless or horny staff members, thanks to a ring gag, or having just the flexibility to give paw 

jobs even when that restrained. They would at least give her one day of rest every two weeks, 

locked in a cell when she wasn’t being exercised. But every few weeks they had concocted a new 

frame that left her only partially revealed and the rest of her teased.  

Ahkasari soon gave in too, though she was tickled infrequently enough that it remained 

tormentous. Occasionally they’d change the frame or invent a new holder for her to be held in, 

always making sure at least her paws and one other aspect were displayed, and could be 



touched. She became so resigned to it that they began to make her display emphasise art and 

originality more, and even when she was posed in unlocked frames the thought to try and escape 

never even crossed her mind. 

A few days after her servitude had started Charrol went missing for two weeks. 

Eventually the tauren was discovered trapped fully inside one of the voracious plants, by the 

time they found her she’d been stuck inside a fully encasing shroud of vines, which themselves 

were outside of a shell of thick sap, not as tight as rubber, but still requiring a sharp point to 

penetrate and tear open. She had to be supervised for the following week, the chemicals it had 

pumped into her mouth and the seeds that incubated in her womb kept calling her back. 

Eventually the plant’s hold wore off, but whenever she went missing for a day she was retrieved 

and punished with a fresh bout of mechanical tickle tortures. Which the raven seemed to be 

most eager to deliver, enamoured with bovine woman, he was almost tempted to offer her a staff 

job, but her punishment had been decided and so she stayed and served the garden. 

Severa was given greater freedoms as a maid, permitted into most areas of the building, 

and soon even being treated courteously, if reminded of her position, by the others. They all had 

some fun at the Charr’s expense, amused by the powerful feline- who could probably still tear 

them apart with her bare hands- being reduced to a cleaner and servant, who laughed constantly 

thanks to the cruel shoes. They would often catch her driven to distraction in a supply closet, 

betrayed by her own laughter, trying desperately to get into the chastity device and work on her 

body to earn release through sensation. Through all her attempts, she never managed to and 

each time she was caught they counted it as punishable behaviour and reset the duration that 

belt was to remain locked to her hips. She did eventually earn release from it, and thanks to the 

long weeks of denial fell on the first male who offered to bed her. The once proud charr became 

quite a nymphomaniac, and soon she too was persuaded to at least tolerate tickling, and crave 

paw worship.  

For Shi Fen life became a cushy affair, her every need was seen to and taken care of, and 

she had taken to the conditioning so well that her punishments for misbehaviour were to have 

her paws left alone until she was sorry. She rarely needed such treatment however, and every 

few months her paws were given a refresher session that made them as sensitive as they had 

been on the first day, ensuring she always could feel rewarded by the touches she begged for. 

She became an expert at using her toes to bring satisfaction to Arthur, and even grew to love his 

own pads. And while she thought of Azeroth and her old life on occasion, it was never with any 

regret or unhappiness, instead feeling lucky that it brought her here. On the first anniversary of 

her submission she was given a choice, she couldn’t ever go home, but if she wished, she could 

join the staff and live a normal life. Or she could have a custom latex tickle suit made, like the 

one the poor Qa’ranji had been trapped in, however hers would be easily detached if desired. She 

barely even hesitated in making the choice, she was her master’s adoring paw panda, and never 

wanted for anything else.  

 


